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*bytes = "12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012"; char

*buffer = malloc(4096); printf("%s", buffer); memcpy((void *)(unsigned char *)buffer,
"12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012", 4096); printf("%s",
buffer); Is it because the pointer is an unsigned char and the string is char and have different sizes?
A: In your first example buffer is a double-pointer, pointing to a buffer of type unsigned char * (i.e.,

unsigned char [4096]), pointing to the memory location where the string
"12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012" is located. In your
second example, buffer is a single-pointer, pointing to a memory location of type unsigned char,

holding the string "12345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012".
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